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Introduction
&
Project Overview

Introduction
• Memorial Pool has been an integral and valuable part of the
neighborhoods since it opened in 1938 and its central role has
not disappeared
• The pool has outlived its useful life resulting in rising
maintenance and operating costs, reduced use, and significant
renovation needs
• The Grandview-Emerson Neighborhood Association continues to
be pro-active in leading the effort to honor the historic role of
Memorial Pool while working to explore options to preserve a
pool at the site that meets today’s and tomorrow’s aquatic and
community needs

*Goals and Objectives*
 Preserve a Pool at the Current Site
 Through updating the current pool
 Replacing it with a new pool

 Recapture Historic Role

 Provide a recreational aquatic environment to once again attract community
residents and visitors while recapturing its historic role as a neighborhood meeting
place

 Enhance Programming

 Enhance the aquatic programs and activities offered at Memorial Pool, especially
focusing on learning to swim, an original goal of Memorial Pool 80 years ago

 Reduce the Costs and Increase Usage


Build a pool that reduces annual and long term maintenance while significantly
increasing use and programs to generate revenue-reducing overall cost to operate

• Alternative $8-$12million indoor “Aquatic Center”, even at maximum revenue potential,
costs on average $250,000/yr to operate - not within scope/timeline of this City project

 Meet City-wide Aquatic Goals & Neighborhood Revitalization Efforts


Coordinate design and programming at Memorial Pool to integrate with the overall
Parks and Recreation vision for aquatics in La Crosse, achieving goals best met by
neighborhood pools and revitalization efforts in our neighborhoods.

*The Process*
1) Engage Isaac Sports Group - to review the Burbach Aquatics, Inc. (BAI) report,
develop added preservation options, and analyze impact on operating costs of
the pool
2) Raise private funding for Save Memorial Pool campaign

($5,000 raised to date, seeking additional $1,000 to complete study)

3) Engage Heritage Preservation Commission to explore means to preserve
the heritage and history of Memorial Pool

 Identify critical historic elements of the pool and it’s role in community life

4) Explore, evaluate, and compare new renovation VS replacement options,
to complement the City’s/BAI’s traditional restore & replace offerings
5) Work with the City to find the most cost effective and beneficial solution for
Memorial Pool in time for 2017 Budget Process & beyond
 Loss of pool negatively affects property values & businesses

Historical
Considerations

History and Heritage

• Public Works Administration (PWA) project, joint funding of Federal
and City funds
– Different funding source than Works Progress Administration (WPA) projects, but
often used interchangeably in describing this era of pool

• Opened in 1938 - over 40,000 visits in first full year of operation
• Dedicated as Veterans Memorial in 1948 (in conjunction with park)
• Goals and Benefits:
– “Secure safe swimming for La Crosse youngsters and adults to end the early
drowning toll in this vicinity”
– “Most popular recreation center for La Crosse’s young people”
– Historically open 9am to 10pm daily

• Unique Features and Design
•
•
•
•
•

First public pool in La Crosse
“Modern in every respect” with art marble pool walls
Unique underwater windows and lighting
Cross shaped design (8 months for City to decide) - more function driven
Bathhouse construction typical of the period and WPA projects

History and Heritage
Adopted as LOCALLY-recognized historic landmark based
on 2 of 4 qualifying criteria on May 19th, 2016 by the
City of La Crosse Heritage Preservation Commission:
• Distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type - It embodies the
distinguishing characteristics of an architectural type or specimen, inherently valuable for a study
of a period, style or method of construction or of indigenous material or craftsmanship.

• Broad cultural, political, economic or social history -

It exemplifies or reflects
the broad cultural, political, economic or social history of the nation, state, or community.

At this time, NOT recognized for:
– Associated with events or person(s) who have made a significant contribution to the history,
heritage, or culture of the City of La Crosse, the County of La Crosse, the State of Wisconsin,
or the United States.
– It is representative of the notable work of a master builder, designer or architect whose
individual work is significant in the development of the City of La Crosse, the County of La
Crosse, the State of Wisconsin, or the United States.

History and Heritage
Clarifications:
•Historic designation is an asset & can help
leverage greater fundraising
•Historic structures attract supporters &
visitors
•Historic designation benefits from the
expertise of the Commission to enhance a
property’s long-term value
•**Does not limit alterations – advises and
reviews recommendations**
“Any changes or alterations to historic
structures are always on a case by case basis”
“Prefer the restoration and renovation of the
existing structure over removal or demolition”
“If changes are necessary, the preservation of
much of the historic character as possible is
preferred”

Incorporation of Historic Elements
Examples:
• Maintain WPA recognition plaque at front entrance
• Retain front entrance façade in bathhouse renovation or replacement
• Utilize several of the marble pool side panels for mounting of historical
record of Memorial Pool
– Historical timeline, story, & photos
– Depict how pools effect saving lives, improving lives & enhancing neighborhood livability
– Recognition of private donors or community organizations supporting the project

• Underwater light lenses repurposed as window portholes in bathhouse
• Create a museum-like space showcasing the original mechanicals
underground, etc.
• Return bathhouse to open-air - as originally constructed
• Enhance recognition of Veterans at building entrance & expand
connection to Veterans (such as including free use of pool, etc)

Community Needs
Assessment

Aquatic Need and Value of Pool
• Reverse down trending use of pool
– Water too cold, heating needed
– Lack of programs (lessons, events, sports/aquatic clubs, specialized times)
– Negative impact of current state of disrepair

• Improve access to pool for all groups, abilities, and needs
• Summer activities for children, youth, and adults easily accessible
in neighborhood
–
–
–
–
–

Swim lessons and water safety
Lap swimming
Fitness
Expanded recreation facilities and activities
Family friendly

• Loss of pool negatively affects property values & businesses
– Renovated or new pool will enhance value of neighborhood

Engaging the Community
• Private support of project
• Coordinate with City neighborhood revitalization efforts
• Potential community use and program partners
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

School District summer programs
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Senior living and activity centers
Youth organizations
Health and Fitness program providers
Outdoor YMCA activities
Hotels, Businesses & La Crosse Area Convention & Visitors Bureau
More

• Enhance Veterans Memorial role and impact
• Part of overall Parks and Recreation City wide aquatic plan

*Programming, Activities, and Use*
 Increased Community Water Safety

 Warmer water to encourage recreation, swim lessons & instruction for all ages
o Preventing drowning and water accidents
o Establish life long activity
o Serve residents & visitors a high-quality pool experience focused on swimming

 Lifeguard, First Aid, other safety programs and certifications

 Fitness and Programs

 Lap swim capabilities & aquatic fitness for all ages: enhanced by warmer water
 Summer Rec teams: youth swimming, masters swimming & aquatic sports
teams
 Extend season and increase early morning & evening swim/program times

 Recreation & Events

 Basketball, volleyball, climbing wall, inflatables, slides, diving, and more
 Host swim meets, aquatic rec competitions, “dive-in” movies, & pool-parties

 Amenities

 Shade structures, lounge chairs, & tables
 Picnic area, improved snacks & refreshments

**Generate use & program revenue to support pool operations**

Learn to Swim
Water Safety

Enhanced Recreation and Fun

Fitness and Team

Technical Analysis
&
Review

BAI Review - Report
• The BAI Study accurately reflects the current issues with the
pool and provides a fair estimate of costs to totally renovate
or replace the pools based on traditional pool technology
and maintaining the size, shape, and amenities of the
current pool.
• The Study does not introduce new renovation technology
that could conceivably reduce construction costs &
significantly extend life expectancy to 25 years and beyond.
• The Study does not explore redesign options of a
replacement pool that could be more cost effective to build
and provide better facilities and amenities to meet
community needs

BAI Review - Technical Analysis

Burbach Aquatics, Inc (BAI) Report Summary
• Accurate in its assessment of current pool and needs to
renovate or replace
– Significant Code Deficiencies, Access and ADA code deficiencies
– Longevity of Pool
– Key needs include repaired pool tank, totally new mechanical system,
new pool piping, new pool deck, bathhouse updates to meet code

• BAI study limited goals reflects a lot of costly restore options:
Limited by “maintaining the same size and type of facility”

BAI Review - Technical Analysis (cont.)
Burbach Aquatics, Inc (BAI) Report Summary
• Only 2 Options Explored by BAI to Date:
– Renovation: Does not recommend renovation based on the likelihood that
renovation alone would not extend pool life for an additional 25 years without
significant ongoing maintenance and repairs.
• Renovation offered really looks more like a “historically restore” option, given limitations set

• NOTE: Renovation options did not include some new technology that could reduce cost

– Replacement: Recommending replacement based on replacement cost being very
close to renovation cost with longer lifespan & reduced annual maintenance

• Value of pool to community/neighborhood, historic characteristics, &
pool design improvements were NOT YET EVALUATED in
recommendation, because more study still needed
• RECOMMENDS NOT making final decisions on pool design details prior to
the completion of overall BAI study & City’s Memorial Pool Committee –
need to evaluate overall community aquatic needs & examine options

1. Repair or Historic
Renovation
2. Modern Renovation
&
3. Replace Options

Our Committee Role: 1. Repair/Historic Renovation
2. Modern Renovation & 3. Replace Options
OUR COMMITTEE APPROACH:
• How can we complement the City’s Pool Consultant and offer
additional expert opinions?
– Consulting with a professional experienced in working with
neighborhood groups such as ours, with connections across multiple
pool companies and demonstrated success
– Engaging the community to problem solve and continue research so
the City’s Memorial Pool Committee can “hit the ground running”

OUR COMMITTEE FOCUS:
Examining new technology for renovation & modern aquatic
design ideas for budget-friendly renovation or replacement
– Giving the City additional information in time to budget with greater
confidence for action in 2017 & beyond

1. Repair or Historic Renovation Options
• Do repair options exist anymore?
– Existing structures have outlived their life spans and have been
replaced in virtually all instances
– Closure of pool, condition & pool deck tear-up have ended likelihood

• Feasible or not?
– Technically feasible and potential to extend life span 25 years
– Cost is 70% to 90% of modern renovation or new pool

• What would it cost, what are limitations, etc.?
– Higher maintenance & operational costs given limited materials &
lack of technology
– Current layout/design however limits opportunities for new
programming and maximizing use as well as revenue

*2. Modern Renovation: “RENOVACTION” Option*
 Current walls have structural integrity to support a relatively new
process by Myrtha Pools known as “RENOVACTION”
 Places a PVC stainless steel plate over existing walls to create a water
tight tank guaranteed for 15 years with a “lifespan” of 25-40 years
 No need for annual painting and concrete touch ups, cleans easily, &
better withstands Wisconsin winters
 Lower cost than rebuilding the entire tank with less disposed in a
landfill
 Can incorporate updated gutter linked to recirculation system as part
of this process, reducing cost of replacing entire gutter system
 Can include reconfiguration of pool as part of this process
 Myrtha engineer visited the Pool Aug 16 & confirmed suitability of
structure for “RENOVACTION”

“RENOVACTION” IMAGES AND EXAMPLES

“RENOVACTION” IMAGES AND EXAMPLES

2. Modern Renovation: “RENOVACTION” Option (cont.)
• Mechanical Systems
– Totally new filter system
• Includes high rate sand filters, but may explore regenerative media to
significantly reduce utility costs, water use, chemical use, and heating costs

– New pool heater - essential to increase use and support wide range
of programming for all ages
– New surge tank
• New mechanical building - which is necessary
– Reduces some of code issues in current bathhouse
– Can reduce total renovation cost of bathhouse
• Bathhouse Renovation
– Costs out full rebuilding of all elements
– Potential to significantly reduce costs with new open air covered
design (original Memorial Pool design was open air roof)
• Deck equipment $ doesn’t include existing equipment - may reduce $

*2. Modern Renovation: Cost Projections*
 Potential Cost savings:
 Myrtha “RENOVACTION” System potential savings
 Reduction of deck equipment-utilizing existing equipment and phasing in
additional recreation equipment
 Eliminate $360,000 in BAI budget for art deco walls (not clear why included in
addition to $540,000 in pool vessel rebuild)

 Bathhouse renovation
 Cost separately ($562,000 in BAI estimate plus $235,000 in electrical and
utility system updates)
 Rebuild with open-air roof reducing roof costs (like originally designed)
 Explore any potential phasing of bathhouse renovation including code updates
 Explore additional savings based on a new mechanical building

 Cost estimate = $2.5million to $3.1million range

 Lower cost AND many more improvements than BAI’s estimate for
historic-type/traditional renovation=$3,924,000

2. Modern Renovation: Cost Projections (cont.)
• Updated Renovation Projections:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Pool Tank “RENOVACTION”
New gutter system
Deck Replacement and deck drain
Deck Equipment
Full Mechanical System Replacement
Surge Tank
Pool Heater
Pool property enclosure & security fencing
Bathhouse Renovation
Demolition and evacuation
Additional Costs: Totaling $1,055,000 in BAI estimate, or roughly 37% of
total estimated cost - high for a renovation project
• Contractor general conditions, contractor profit and overhead, A/E Fees,
permits, site survey and borings, related services, contingency
• Still need to further review for even more potential savings

Advantages of Renovation
• Reconfigure pool to achieve the following:
– Create 5 x 25 yard lap lanes across the pool by shortening
the length of the cross lanes
– Providing better program options in smaller space without
losing any programming or recreational capability
– Open up more deck space for increased deck activity and
lounging space (key for older youth/adult populations)
– Reduces overall cost of renovation

3. Replacement: New Pool Options
• Eliminate the Cross Configuration
– Not as functional for current aquatic rec and program trends, difficult & costly to lifeguard
– Costly piping, mechanical, and water flow challenges

• Bathhouse reduction & phased remodeling
– Reduce bathhouse size back to 3,400 sq ft & make open air like originally constructed
– Phased bathhouse remodeling based on code and priority repairs

• Downsize total water space of pool from 9,925 sq ft to range of 6,600
to 7,400 sq ft & better meet community pool needs
– More modern design (back to original premise of “modern in every respect”)

• Latest technology reduces annual & long term maintenance
• Add additional high-value features
– Access features and updated safety features meeting all code requirements
– 25 yd lap swimming lanes
– Added rec & deck amenities (can be phased in over first two years, i.e. climbing wall,
inflatables, slides, volleyball net, lane lines, shade coverings, etc)

• Cost estimate – $2.8million to 3.6million dollar range.
• More competitive than BAI’s Total Estimate for limited new pool
replacement option of $4,435,000

New Pool – Dreaming it up…
• Next stage - modifying design to
best utilize existing site &
bathhouse
• 7,000 sq ft pool shown here
• New pool with MANY new
features COULD fit on site
–
–
–
–

Slide area: 1 high, 1 low
Lap area: 6, 4’-6’ deep lanes 25yds
Deep area: 3m & 1m board & climb wall (SW end)
Recreational area: ADA ramp, 3.5-5’ deep,
basketball/volleyball/sports and therapeutic
– Zero entry area: ADA access (S end), youth &
therapeutic

• 5-6 guards
• New design could create more
visible features from street

New Pool Features
• Create 6 x 25 yard lanes for lap swimming, team, and summer meets
• Create better access to shallow water with ramp or zero entry
• Provide dedicated space for aquatic interactive features that create
significant use and interest across wide range of ages
• Reduced footprint results in cost savings
– Savings can be put toward flexible interactive features to create new recreational
opportunities

• New features can include the following
– Small slides
– Recreation features that can also be used indoors in any future indoor aquatic
center such as inflatable obstacle courses, climbing walls, slack line, log roll, and
more
– Increased deck space for added lounging areas, family areas, shade structures
and function space
– Features less expensive than permanent larger traditional features

• New design can provide better use of rec features while still
maintaining availability of lap lanes and shallow areas

New Pool Examples
for Benchmarking
&
New Pool Costing Analysis

Benchmark Pools
• The following benchmark examples of very recent
Wisconsin pools provide key design and costing
comparisons
• Key comparisons
– Both of these required total site work from scratch,
including parking and other site work not necessary for
Memorial
– Both of these included all new bathhouses which results
in savings with a renovation of Memorial Bathhouse
– Both include significant slides and additional features that
can be reduced or phased at Memorial

1. New Pool – Merrill, WI
• Merrill, WI

1. New Pool - Merrill, WI
• 7,400 sq feet of water space
• Completed and opened in 2016
• Total Cost $4,500,000
– Cost includes parking lot, traffic access, site work, and other add construction
not required at Memorial

• Main Features
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

6 x 25 yd lap lanes
1 and 3m diving boards
Climbing wall
Inflatable floating recreation features (Wibits)
Water Basketball
Spray features
Play structures
Family and kiddie slides with separate run-outs
Two body slides

• Design by Water Technology, Inc.

2. New Pool - Elkhorn, WI
• Elkhorn, WI: Sunset Pool Replacement

2. New Pool - Elkhorn, WI
•
•
•
•
•

7,420 sq feet of water space
Replacement of existing old pool
Completed and opened in 2015
Total Cost $4,370,000
Main Features
–
–
–
–
–
–

6 x 25 yd lap lanes
2 x 1m diving boards
Water Basketball
Spray features
Play structures
Tot Slide and one drop slide

• Design by Water Technology, Inc.

3. New Pool - BAI Estimate for Memorial Pool
• BAI Total Estimate:

$4,435,000

– Current large vessel of 9,925 square feet
– Existing cross configuration
– Increased cost for larger bathhouse - 3,400 to 4,600 sq ft
– Does not include water leisure feature specifics
– Additional items and contingency estimated higher than
typical at $1,217,000 or 38% of project cost
– Deck equipment costed at $104,000, without specifics

4. UPDATED - New ISG Estimate for Memorial Pool
• Potential savings based on BAI projections and comparable
Merrill and Elkhorn Costs
– Bathhouse
• Reduce bathhouse size back to 3,400 sq ft
• Phased bathhouse remodeling based on code and priority repairs
• Open air covered bathhouse to reduce costs

– Pool
• Reduce pool area to 6,600 to 7,400 sq from existing 9,925 sq ft
• Eliminate or phase in high-cost water features like tall slides & separate runouts not likely needed at Memorial
• Review budget for deck equipment

– Fine tune soft costs & extra costs

• Updated target for replacement Pool:
– $2,800,000 to 3,800,000
– Explore additional savings via design detail & phasing of amenities

4. UPDATED - New ISG Estimate for Memorial Pool
• Potential savings based on BAI projections and comparable
Merrill and Elkhorn Costs
– Bathhouse
•
•
•
•

Reduce bathhouse size back to 3,400 sq ft from 4,600 with single level
Create new building for pool mechanicals
Phased bathhouse remodeling based on code and priority repairs
Open air covered bathhouse to reduce costs

– Pool
•
•
•
•

Reduce pool area to 6,600 to 7,400 sq from existing 9,925 sq ft
Reduces total volume of water by approximately 30%, reducing costs for mechanical systems, piping, etc.
Eliminate or phase in high-cost water features like tall slides & separate run-outs not likely needed at Memorial
Utilize flexible features that can be updated and used in any future indoor pools in the winter-these can also be
phased in and added in future years
• Review budget for deck equipment

• Updated target for replacement Pool:
• Downsized new pool is 30% smaller than BAI new pool proposal
• Updated downsized new pool estimate ranges from 36% to 16% reduction from initial BAI estimate

– $2,800,000 to 3,800,000
– Explore additional savings via design detail & phasing of amenities

Budget Impacts of a
Renovated or
Replacement Pool

Budget - Technology & Design Aspects
•

Top priority improvements – maximize return on investment
–
–
–

Water quality
Pool Tank
Safety features
•
•

•
•
•

Pool
Bathhouse

Minimize long term maintenance and replacement costs
Minimize annual operating costs
Environmental consideration improvements
–

•

Reduce: water use , waste water, energy use, chemical use

Achieve economy of scale
–

$2.5-4.5million outdoor pool at site, with average revenue potential, costs
~$23,500/yr to operate on current site, while being budget friendly
•

–

.94% to .67% operating cost to construction cost ratio

$8-12million indoor “Aquatic Center”, with maximum revenue potential, costs
~$250,000/yr to operate & does not fit within scope of this project & City
Operational Budget without many years of development work
•

3.1% to 2.1% operating cost to construction cost ratio (over 3 times more than outdoor pool)

*Maintenance Impact*

Annual Maintenance Savings
• Traditional concrete/plaster pool
– Still require annual paint touch up and some slight patching, but
less than current pool, estimated cost on average is $20,000/year.
• Current cost at Memorial for opening repairs averaging $40,000/year.

– Require a full resurfacing every 6-8 years - estimated cost $150,000
– No guarantee of long term water tightness

• Myrtha “RENOVACTION” OR new technology in a
replacement pool
– Eliminate need for annual painting or pool surface touch up
– Eliminate need to resurface for minimum of 15-20 years
– Estimated savings of $300,000 to $500,000 over ten years

*Operations Impact*

Annual Operational Savings
• New high efficiency mechanical systems can
significantly reduce electric and chemical costs, likely
netting out increase in gas costs for new pool heater
• Based on BAI reported water loss of 26,000 gallons
per day, a water tight pool will reduce water use by
an estimated 2,500,000 gallons over summer
– Significantly reducing chemical, water, and anticipated
heating costs

Pool Revenue Impact
• Current Revenue for Memorial Pool $7,000 to $7,500 average
– $6,810 in 2015 when opened 3 weeks late

• Daily admissions:
• Swim Lessons:

$5,945
$ 865

• Increased revenue estimate based on the following:
– Pool heater, increasing water temp from average of 70 to 80-82
degrees
– Updated and easily accessible pool features and amenities
appropriate for all residents
– Added cost effective recreational features and amenities
• Effective lap lanes of 25yds – current 110ft is very unusual & hard to use

– New programs such as summer rec swim teams, lifeguard classes,
aquatic fitness, therapy use, etc.

*Overall Budget Impact – Projected Expenses*
• Annual Operating Costs
Chlorine, Acid, Chemicals

Current*
$10,000

Projected
$ 5,000

Smaller pool, no treated water loss

Paint

$ 2,000

$

500

$ 5,000

$ 4,000

$ 7,600

$

$
0
$36,400

$ 3,000
$42,000

$61,000

$55,000

Only bathhouse touchups

Electrical
New high efficiency systems

Water and Storm Water

500

Eliminate water leaks and replacement

Gas-Pool heating
Pool and park staff
Increased staff to support program expansion & use

TOTAL

SAVINGS = ~$6,000 IN OPERATING COSTS ALONE….
*NOTE: This also does not include the recent repair history of 20,000 to $40,000/yr
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• Annual Operating Costs
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$ 5,000
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TOTAL

SAVINGS = ~$6,000 IN OPERATING COSTS ALONE….
*NOTE: This also does not include the recent repair history of 20,000 to $40,000/yr

Overall Budget Impact – Revenue & Net
• Annual Revenue
2015
Daily Admission & Fitness
Swim Lessons

Projected

$ 5,945
$ 865

$ 20,000
$ 4,000

49 swimmers in 2015
Warm-water will drive significant increases

New Programs
$
Summer Rec Swim team & Partner Programs
Aquatic Fitness
Adult lap and fitness swim expansion

0

$ 7,500

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TOTAL

NET (Costs minus Revenue)

$ 6,810

$(54,190)

$31,500

$(23,500)

~$30,690 SAVED ANNUALLY…for improved pool!
*While still not including savings from annual and long term maintenance

Overall Budget Impact – Long Term
Based on annual net operational cost savings as well
as annual and long term maintenance, a NEW
“RENOVACTION” or a NEW pool can generate
significant savings over 25 years VS a TRADITIONAL
restored, repaired or renovated pool.
• Annual Operational Saved:
• Annual Maintenance Saved:
• Long Term Maintenance Saved:
TOTAL

$30,690 x 25 = $767,250
$25,000 x 25 = $625,000
$500,000
$1,875,000

**NEW VS TRADITIONAL – average annualized savings

=$75,000/year**

Lifespan Impact of Improvement
Cost Savings
Average annualized savings

$75,000/year

NET Operating Savings

$30,690/year

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TOTAL IMPROVEMENT SAVINGS

$ 105,690/year

NOTE the savings WHILE addressing:
Improving aquatic recreation for ALL AGES/TYPES OF USERS

Enhancing entire community & REVITALIZING our neighborhoods

Lifespan Impact of Improvement - Comparison

Next Steps &
Opportunities

Future Steps
•
•

Further research into community, historic & aquatic needs
Further refine designs based on objectives and needs
–
–
–

•

Develop more refined costing - based on more detailed designs
–
–

•
•

Line item costing to analyze options
Correlate features and amenity options with operating costs and potential use and revenue
to determine return on investment

Update financial analysis of operating costs and revenue
Engage community in support of project
–
–
–
–

•

Renovation options
Replacement options
Incorporate historic references and features

Further define role of Neighborhood Association in process along with City’s Pool Committee
Private funding component
Volunteer work on site, landscaping, and other facility enhancements
Engagement of potential user groups and community partners and stakeholders

Further integrate project into overall Parks & Rec Aquatic plan

What to take away…
The pool is a HISTORIC community asset & the foundation of a
successful city-wide aquatic program
The pool can be RENOVATED for $2.5 million or REPLACED for
$2.8million vs. City's $4.5 million historic replacement option
The new pool (refurbished or replaced) will have improved aquatic
recreation vs. the old pool AND vs. the City's historic replacement improved lap swimming, added swim meets/events/fitness capabilities &
better youth/senior features
The new pool will cost less to operate & maintain
The new pool will increase attendance & generate more income
The new pool will enhance the entire community & help REVITALIZE our
neighborhoods

QUESTIONS
and
DISCUSSION

